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Abstract

Border artificial intelligence (AI)—biometrics-based AI systems used in border control contexts—proliferates as
common tools in border securitization projects. Such systems classify some migrants as posing risks like identity
fraud, other forms of criminality, or terrorism. From a human rights perspective, using such risk framings for
algorithmically facilitated evaluations of migrants’ biometrics systematically calls into question whether these kinds
of systems can be built to be trustworthy for migrants. This article provides a thought experiment; we use a bottom-up
responsible design lens—the guidance-ethics approach—to evaluate if responsible, trustworthy Border AI might
constitute an oxymoron. The proposed European AI Act only limits the use of Border AI systems by classifying such
systems as high risk. In parallel with these AI regulatory developments, large-scale civic movements have emerged
throughout Europe to ban the use of facial recognition technologies in public spaces to defend EU citizens’ privacy.
The fact that such systems remain acceptable for states’ usage to evaluate migrants, we argue, insufficiently protects
migrants’ lives. In part, we argue that this is due to regulations and ethical frameworks being top-down and
technology driven by focusing more on the safety of AI systems than on the safety of migrants. We conclude that
bordering technologies developed from a responsible design angle would entail the development of entirely different
technologies. These would refrain from harmful sorting based on biometric identifications but would start from the
premise that migration is not a societal problem.

Policy Significance Statement

We assess the feasibility of developing trustworthy AI systems for border control contexts using a guidance-
ethics approach (GEA). Problems with current policy point to the need for more human-centered regulation of
AI. Some minimum requirements that AI systems need to meet are formulated. They need to (a) mediate
representations of migrants accounting for migrants’ needs, aspirations, and risks to their livelihoods, (b) not
(risk) frame migrants through biometric features, (c) be migrant centric instead of anchored in political and
technological infrastructures, (d) recognize the diversity of positionalities people on the move take in border
spaces, and (e) refrain from negatively subjugating somemore than others. The GEAmay lend itself to exploring
alternative technologies to meet those requirements.
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1. Introduction

Crossing international borders is frequently associated with long, tedious queues, handing one’s passport
to a person sitting in a raised booth, and being told to move along. At least this is the scenario if nothing
about one’s documents or person raises suspicion and triggers further screening. The inconvenience of the
airport queue and narratives that bind together security “problems” and “solutions”(Oliveira Martins and
Jumbert, 2020) have spurred on imaginaries of seamless borders—artificial intelligence (AI) supported
border spaces where movement is uninterrupted and yet controlled. Once sci-fi imaginaries, cameras, and
other technologies that compile data to recognize a traveler’s identity are now a reality with a largemarket
for the requisite technologies (Biometric Update, 2021). Biometrics-based AI systems used in border
control contexts, or as we refer to them here, Border AI, raise important questions about legitimacy,
proportionality, trustworthiness, and whether current moves toward regulating AI will be able to address
those concerns.

Biometric systems can read bodily features and behavioral traits and rely on that data to come to
algorithmically mediated decisions about how likely a person is someone who poses a risk (La Fors,
2016). In less technologically mediated border spaces, the color of one’s passport or certain bodily,
biological, or behavioral traits might render a traveler suspect. In contexts that use Border AI, those
processes of control and exclusion become increasingly hidden in technology infrastructures. In this
article, we present a thought experiment (Stuart, 2017). At its outset, we pose the question, whether Border
AI can be trustworthy for migrants if they were designed responsibly. By deliberating this question and
linking it to migration research, work on current developments in AI regulation, and technology design
thinking, we show that even with value-sensitive design approaches, truly trustworthy Border AI is not
feasible.

Migration and critical data study scholars have noted that digitally rendered identities become
constructed to measure risk—subjecting those on the move to risk-associated visibility (Taylor and
Meissner, 2019). In constructing what constitutes risk, those systems automate ideas about migration and
render (migrants’) bodies machine readable (van der Ploeg and Sprenkels, 2011). This excludes some
from seamlessly moving through border spaces—or from moving at all. Such exclusions, often based on
iterative profiling via binary in-out classifications, result from a techno-centric framing of border control
(Balayn andGürses, 2021). Such a framing focuses on the safety of AI systems rather than on the safety of
migrants. However, migrants are (uniquely) subjected to Border AI’s surveillance practices, and for some,
their livelihood depends on the decisions these systems shape.

We have recently witnessed growing civic protests against facial recognition technologies by public
authorities in public spaces.1 Border AI has not attracted similar attention. With this article, we thus
highlight the infringements on civil liberties biometric technologies imply within the specific context of
the border. We do this by linking insights from migration studies with observations about responsible
design and the emergence of regulatory frameworks that rely on tweaking technology to make the system
safe but not necessarily safe for all affected by it. Calls for aligning thinking about the development of AI
technologies with value-sensitive design approaches have become increasingly audible over the last few
years (van de Poel, 2020). In the European debates, the call to adhere to basic European values such as
protecting human rights frequently surfaces (González Fuster, 2021). Most available approaches to
account for values offer top-down normative frameworks (Floridi and Cowls, 2019) and do not take
bottom-up normative perspectives of diverse stakeholders, including migrants, into account—at least not
beyond tokenistic involvement. Therefore, in this article, we opt for thinking through a transdisciplinary,
responsible design approach: the guidance-ethics approach (GEA) that could accommodate such per-
spectives when developing Border AI. We refrain from proposing alternative AI solutions for the border
control context. What we offer through a thus focused thought experiment is a transdisciplinary
enrichment of perspectives on Border AI.

1 See: https://reclaimyourface.eu/ (accessed 15 December 2021).
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We contextualize our discussion against the backdrop of the proposed European Artificial Intelligence
Act (EAIA). The EAIA (European Commission, 2021b) was proposed to significantly restrict detrimental
inferences of AI technologies infringing on European values and fundamental rights. Floridi et al. (2018)
note that AI has to be built for people. By placing people’s safety first, trustworthiness is enhanced
because the system is safe to use, and the user is also safe from the risks of the system—while the reader
finds more extensive discussions of trustworthy AI in other papers part of this special issue. For this
article, we limit ourselves to noting that various European efforts propose the use of co-design approaches
to enhance the trustworthiness of AI (European Commission, 2019, 2021a). The principles of diversity,
non-discrimination, and fairness in particular define co-creation with stakeholders as a prerequisite
(European Commission, 2020). Non-discrimination interpreted with fairness in mind implies that Border
AI accounts for not just the biological or behavioral traits of migrants but also for their needs,
circumstances, and concerns.

An ethics-driven design angle begs the question of whether systems that endanger access to life-
sustaining resources for some can ever be safe and trustworthy? The obvious question is trustworthy and
safe for whom? To engage with those questions, our thought experiment uses one specific responsible
design lens, the GEA, to think about the design of Border AI. The GEA (Verbeek and Tijink, 2020) is a
methodology for the ethical responsibilization of diverse stakeholders around societal problems and the
role of technology in society, in our case, Border AI. The main objective of GEA is to guide technology
design by exposing value priorities and calling for morally sensitive development. As a starting point,
GEA focuses on the societal concerns for which technologies are introduced to assess the technology
within its specific context of use, experience, and, as we highlight in this article, the context of regulation.

While it is easy to portray “themigrant” as amonolithic category, we recognize that the simple question
“Who is a migrant?” links to “many political and scholarly debates around migration, racism and
citizenship” (Scheel and Tazzioli, 2022). Ideas about migration are often motivated from a statist view
of migration rather than one that recognizes the enactment of individuals as migrants through bordering
practices that include the use of Border AI.

To set up our thought experiment, we explore what it means to apply a responsible design lens to
Border AI. We first outline what a GEA involves. We then discuss what aspects are important when
focusing on the overall border control context, including the specific context of use, experience, and
regulation. Subsequently, we consider the hurdles this context poses for GEA,most prominently its aim to
bring together multiple stakeholders. Through these discussions, we can point to inherent power
asymmetries that Border AI amplifies at the expense of some migrants already in a more dependent
and vulnerable societal position. In conclusion, we note that GEA should not be an exercise of AI ethics
washing (Hao, 2019) and that the technologies we discuss will likely remain too harmful to be given the
market they are projected to serve.

In light of proposed regulatory changes and approaches to AI technology, our outlook is bleak for the
responsible design of Border AI. As Robert et al. (2020)) highlight, whether to deploy AI systems has to
remain a central question in thinking about fair, trustworthy, and ethical AI. Looking forward, wemaintain
that GEA and similar approaches can pose a useful exercise to account for diverse sets of actors in
imagining what roles—other than biometric AI—technologies could have in the border context. As a
secondary conclusion, we show that while a radical rethinking of border technologies is needed, we ought
to remain aware that this context is entangled with prevalent and changing migration regimes, policies,
and corporate interests. In addition, we note that “translating” (Latour, 1987) border control policies via
data-hungry risk assessment technologies will not resolve the political tensions that shroud those policies.

2. Guidance-Ethics Approach

GEA is a methodology that generates interactive dialogs and iterative design thinking with stakeholders
representing government authorities, citizens, impacted non-citizens, industries, civil society, and aca-
demia. Those dialogs should help reflect on stakeholders’ ethical values and responsibilities in developing
new technologies. Such dialogs offer space to those impacted by the technology, in our case migrants, to
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participate in the design technologies they are subjected to. Thus, ideally, all those involved can influence
a more responsible design, implementation, and use of a specific technology in a specific context. Civil
society actors such as Privacy International (Privacy International, 2021) have highlighted state actors’
responsibility in designing, developing, and applyingAI for migration. Basing our thought experiment on
theGEA allows us to focus on amethod that evaluates what values different actors bring to the technology
design at its outset. This approach mitigates design being solely driven by technological lure or
commercial and political objectives.

Recognizing a multi-actor responsibility and fostering co-creative approaches within a specific
technology application context, such as the border control context, pose a challenge to debates about
responsible AI development focused on how safe the system is. Notably, we in this article distinguish
between the psychological and bodily safety of individuals and groups and the technical safety of a well-
running system. Focusing on the latter type of safety is a central tenet of proposed regulations such as the
EAIA. The challenge posed by including migrant voices is that the safety of those subject to AI systems
needs to be considered. This aim to uphold fundamental European values should be the primary concern.
Thinking about Border AI through a responsible design and guidance-ethics lens highlights that the safety
of people has to be a key concern. Not least, to avoid migrants being unfairly labeled as misfits (La Fors,
2016). Somemigrants are in jeopardy due to unsafe circumstances in their home countries, forcing them to
accept sometimes highly vulnerable positions compared to host country citizens. In a balanced debate,
their values and desires for a dignified life must be recognized. Such a starting point leads us to argue that
the societal concern is not migration itself. Instead, the societal concern we want to highlight and that a
GEA needs to focus on is how we assess and recognize the social impact of technologies that primarily
affect marginalized populations by increasing their likelihood of being viewed as risks and excluded from
mobility opportunities.

GEA is conducted in three phases (see Figure 1)—a contextual analysis phase, a dialog phase, and a
third phase when identified values and responsibilities are considered in outlining design options.
Incorporating a multi-stakeholder approach from start to finish, a GEA does not allow for discussions
based solely on the deterrence of migration. With those considerations in mind, we next elaborate on the
different phases of GEA (see Figure 1).

The first phase is the contextual analysis of what we call the border control context. By this, we mean
contexts within which Border AI is planned to be used—this can be traditional border settings such as
airports or border crossings. Still, other settings exist within which identities are assessed to decide the
eligibility of individuals and families to enter and/or remain within a country of their choice. Guidance

Figure 1. The three stages of the guidance-ethics approach (Verbeek and Tijink, 2020).
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ethics acknowledges that Border AI systems cannot be detached from their contextual embedding, and
therefore it requires commencing with contextual analysis. Reflecting upon and understanding Border AI
technologies require eliciting value perceptions and responsibilities of diverse stakeholders. In the
following context analysis, we focus on the border control context as a context of use and experience
and as a context significantly shaped by relevant legislation that importantly links the various actors and
stakeholders.

The thought experiment in this article is built around understanding a located border—like an
international airport or physical border crossings. Border AI also disperses border spaces. Our argumen-
tation could easily be adapted to understanding spatially diffused bordering technologies (Pötzsch, 2015).
Our critical evaluation of Border AI takes issue with framing such technologies as tools that can be
perfected by being turned into “better” systems for the reliable and neutral securitization of the entry and
exit of people into and out of different countries. Such optimization-focused thinking requires—and in the
border control context legitimizes—the generation of more biometric data points. Those data are used to
evaluate migrants’matching with risk scores. In practice, this too often leads to false positives. The goal,
to improve certainty about a migrant’s likelihood of posing a risk, and to prevent or minimize false
positives, keeps intact narratives about needing to capture, reuse, and analyze border movements with
more (biometric) data.

Relevant stakeholders are identified following and building on the contextual analysis. These
stakeholders are then brought into dialog in the second phase of GEA. For border control contexts,
relevant stakeholders include border guards, AI and biometric system developers, ideally government
officials of the home, transit and hosting country of migrants, migrants themselves, academia, and civil
society. AGEAwould stipulate that their presence and interactions would be beneficial to generate ethical
engagement with Border AI. The identified stakeholders would be invited to exchange about the
implications of decision-making processes powered by Border AI within the border control context,
including those for migrants’ lives. The latter would include (a) taking into account how migrants’
interactions with Border AI from their perspectives can become problematic and (b) mapping what the
share of stakeholders andAI systems could be in the emergent societal problem. The dialog phase is aimed
at eliciting and analyzing the responsibilities of stakeholders, systematically excavating the potential
impact of Border AI and the values at stake.

In the third stage of the approach, these identified values and responsibilities are translated into options
for action. These options concern (a) Border AI itself (a potential redesign), (b) its environment (policy-
making, legislation, complementary technologies), and (c) the user (education, raising awareness,
communication, empowerment). Guidance ethics invites transdisciplinary ethical and socio-technical
problem-solving throughout each phase drawing on moral responsibilization techniques. In practice,
those activities aim to identify the best viable action option, forming the third phase of GEA. In the
following sections, this article will trace these three stages, focusing primarily on the context analysis, to
ask if and how a GEA—in light of current and planned policy—might help us overcome the problems
with Border AI that we noted in the introduction.

3. The Border Control Context

There is a long history of (supra-) state governing bodies deciding who belongs and who does not. Those
decisions have regularly been justified based on maintaining state sovereignty but can also be seen as
processes of (re)territorialization (Vigneswaran, 2013). Political philosophy at this stage remains divided
about the ethics of borders (Bartram, 2010; van Houtum, 2012; Genova, 2017; Paasi et al., 2018; Tebble,
2020), with strong arguments being made in favor of open borders (Bartram, 2010). In this article, we
cannot resolve those debates. Still, we note that Border AIs are technological translations of processes of
in- and exclusion which bring along new or amplify pre-existing patterns of in- and exclusion. With the
notion of translations (Latour, 1987), we highlight how Border AI fundamentally transforms the border
control context and the perceptions of migrants about how to behave and engage with this context. A
particular characteristic of this translation is that migration management is translated into an information-
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sharing problem from which Border AI feeds. This observation is important because the first phase of a
GEA requires reviewing andmaking sense of the context within which a specific technology will be used.
To outline this context, we distinguish between the context of use, experience, and regulation to help us
recognize the different stakeholders and responsibilities relevant to the dialog phase of a GEA.

3.1. The context of use: Why biometrics at the border?

The entanglement of border-technology development and ever more perilous migration journeys has
repeatedly been documented (Amoore and Hall, 2010; Pötzsch, 2015). While large-scale databases pose
essential questions about how migration is made knowable (Leese et al., 2021; Scheel, 2021), the use of
Border AI poses another additional challenge. Large-scale biometric databases can be critiqued for being
presented as infallible and neutral while they are not (Leese et al., 2021; vanRossem and Pelizza, 2022). In
its use context, Border AI is specific because it draws on such problematic databases and in situ
evaluations of bodies as a marker of who gets to move and who does not. Pötzsch (2015) refers to this
as creating an iBorder, a border that reads themigrant’s body—through iris scans or behavioral biometrics
—and makes those readings the basis of modes of in/exclusion.

Notably, the UN special rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, and
xenophobia notes in a 2020 report that the rise of digitalizing borders brings with it an increased risk of
discriminating against people on the move (Achiume, 2020). Achiume points to the threat of direct and
indirect discrimination via border technology. She maps issues such as racial profiling, dependence on
online platforms, and biometric and language recognition onto humanitarian and immigration surveil-
lance practices, technological experimentation, and border externalization. Specifically focusing on
identity technologies, Molnar (2020); Molnar and Gill (2018) has provided multiple case studies
highlighting the problematic nature of those systems in action. She and her team note that the experimental
use of many of those technologies is problematic. The fact is that in current modes of producing Border
AI, “technological development privileges the private sector as the primary actor in charge of develop-
ment, with states and governments wishing to control the flows of migrant populations benefiting from
these technological experiments” (Molnar, 2020, p. 2).

Those kinds of experimentations often assume that migration is a problem that needs to be addressed.
As noted, thinking about Border AI through a responsible design lens does not consider migration as a
societal problem. Instead, the societal problem is the cementation of unequal power relations and
violations of basic principles of human dignity through AI-mediated border control. Engaging in a
GEAmeans that the design process commences with defining the societal concern at stake. Only then are
the different stakeholders that should be included in the technology design processes considered. If
migration is not a problem in and of itself, many narratives about migration as a risk are intellectually
problematic but omnipresent within the border as a context of use. That states or relevant regulatory
bodies need certainty over a migrant’s identity is regularly justified by way of distinguishing between two
types of risk: how at-risk a migrant is in the countries they leave behind and what risk a migrant poses to
the state they enter (La Fors and Ploeg, 2015).

The latter risk is often described as an economic, social, or security risk. These ideas about risk and risk
minimization are often inscribed into Border AI. To further explain, regulatory entities invite companies
claiming that they can produce systems to read migrants’ documents and increasingly behaviors and
bodies to establish certainty about the level of risk. In this way, governments invite Border AI companies
to assist them in creating identity certainty and risk profiles. Here processes of in- and exclusion become
translated into an information-sharing problem (Latour, 1987; La Fors, 2016) within this use context.
Common allegations are that some people on the move are (a) identity fraudsters—claiming to be
someone they are not, presumably to gain economic or social benefits, or (b) a security risk to the
destination country.

Border AI is not designed to assessmigrants according to the risks theymight encounter before, during,
or after migration but to support an exclusionary binary determination. Therefore, Border AIs, as they are
currently developed, prompts additional profiling as an activity to support a risk decision and, therefore,
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cannot offer a fair and responsible picture of migrants’ realities. Basic ID data such as name and
nationality are used to establish certainty and riskiness. Increasingly replacing those data are behavioral
and biological traits. The threshold set by governments for establishing certainty about a migrant’s
identity and the level of risk that a migrant poses are exponentially growing, creating an ever-expanding
data vacuum for companies producing Border AI to fill. As a context of use, the border control context is
one where it becomes increasingly difficult to question who is rejected and on what grounds. Those
processes are becoming less and less transparent and are driven not by the desire to protect those on the
move but to deter (certain types of) movement.

3.2. The context of experience

In drawing the contours of the border control context for GEA, one critical factor is who gets to be a
stakeholder. In principle, the GEA approach adopts an inclusive idea of stakeholders. Yet leaving it at the
level of identifying governments, technology development firms and migrants as stakeholders would not
do justice to the diversity of different groupings and interests. Specifically, regarding the category of the
migrant, it is a matter of fact that who is considered to be what kind of migrant is deeply enmeshed in
histories of migration control and global inequalities (Scheel and Tazzioli, 2022). Debates surrounding
superdiversity have highlighted that experiences and patterns of migration vary significantly over time in
terms of compositions, regulations, and categorizations (Meissner and Vertovec, 2015). A single time
point sample of “typical” migrants might not be enough to explore the border as a multiplex context.

The border control context is one where, as Scheel notes: “biometric technologies for border control
purposes significantly alters the practical terms and material conditions for the appropriation of mobility
[by rendering] migrants’ bodies as a means of control by transforming them into data doubles” (Scheel,
2013, p. 597). AI-mediated biometric and administrative readability of migrants’ bodies becomes the
scale of their acceptability by hosting societies. Basic assumptions about defining stakeholders are
questioned in considering the border as a context of experience. The border control context is experienced
in diverse ways, and there is diversity in who is experiencing the border control context. Recognizing this
tension between control, experience, and actions highlights why a GEA requires us to pay dispropor-
tionate attention to the migrant perspectives (or at least the perspectives of those passing through border
spaces). Their bodies are being made legible for in/exclusion. While technology developers and
policymakers might be people on the move themselves, this may only become evident to them through
the type of dialog GEA aspires to by including the particular experiences of migrants who followed
different trajectories.

Crucially, migrants’ experiences include the receiving end of Border AI-mediated judgment. Such
judgment has been highlighted elsewhere as disallowing any form of digitally expressible forgiveness
toward a risk-profiled person (La Fors, 2020). It perpetuates negative experiences in the border space for
some. From the perspective of migrants, this cannot be remedied by applying principles of fairness and
discrimination because both “allow for the distribution of negative judgments or determinations on
citizens so long as these determinations are proportionate” (La Fors, 2020). A border technology design
that is attentive to the experiences of migrants could, therefore, benefit from the active adoption of
forgiveness as a principle.

Additionally, there is the problem of power differentials that get hypervisibility in these contexts. To
give but one recent example, a Dutch court ruling (Court of The Hague, 2021) that ethnic profiling should
be allowed in border control contexts highlights that biometric markers impact policing borders and
reproducing racism. The border control context in this sense is, as Metcalfe (2021, p. 3) notes, imbued
with “ongoing conflict, subjectivity and […] transformation.” In such a context, Border AI becomes yet
another layer of control and surveillance that migrants have no say in, particularly those most at risk. In
this sense, it is a context that presents itself as highly flawed in terms of the more inclusive imaginary that
should stand at the start of a GEA lens. These flaws are potentially further exacerbated by the regulatory
measures that shape this context in a way that would discourage the participation of migrants in
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technology development debates. That also only leaves a liminal space for that participation to be
meaningful.

3.3. The regulatory context: Which and whose rules apply?

One way to assess the regulatory context is to consider what kinds of principles and relations might be
desirable in this context. Debates around the draft EAIA are particularly pertinent here. For example, the
EU High Level-Expert Groups’ Guidelines on Trustworthy AI prescribed the principle of ‘non-
discrimination, diversity and fairness’ (European Commission, 2019) as a guiding principle for AI
development. One of the aims of these guidelines is to champion AI technology designs that are inclusive
of diverse societal groups. The guidelines suggest co-design approaches to achieve such inclusion or
diversity. It is then necessary to reach out to and involve those impacted directly and indirectly by AI
technologies. While such efforts are increasingly extended to those who have already earned a residency
status, in the border control context, implementing co-design with migrants would mean disregarding the
legal standing of different individuals as qualifying criteria for their participation.

A continuous shifting of rules and regulations concerning migration and the resulting complexities of
legal status diversities (Meissner, 2017) matter in the border control context. To illustrate why this is the
case, it is instructive to think about the Joint Migration Policy Whitepaper Towards ICT-enabled
Integration of Migrants in Europe. This report is an outcome of six Horizon Europe projects. It calls
for a “culture of co-design as an internal cultural change in public administrations” (European Commis-
sion, 2021a). The report calls for designing inclusive AI-mediated services. However, in adopting the
language and logic of integration, the report misses integration policies’ destructive and exclusionary
nature (Schinkel, 2017). Taking such a critical reading of immigrant integration seriously points us to the
multi-stakeholder nature of technology-mediated migration control (Meissner, 2019). It also highlights
that calls for co-design require even more extensive inclusiveness as rules about who is eligible to move,
shift, and change. The border control context is where the initial sorting of who is welcome and
unwelcome prevents some from ever becoming part of those deemed ‘integrable’. Instead, refusing entry
or redirection into deportation facilities based on biometric markers of difference is not uncommon. Those
normative acts of sorting out (Bowker and Star, 1999) often put the lives of impacted migrants on hold, as
their ability to contest decisions about their status is limited (Drotbohm and Hasselberg, 2014; Genova
and Roy, 2020).

Further exemplifying this is the political nature of categories (Suchman, 1993). Participation and
co-creation, as championed by the white paper quoted above, are first steps, but they can still be
exclusionary. Those systems still bar protection for those most in need of it (Genova and Roy, 2020)
and often exclude them from being called upon as relevant stakeholders in those contexts. For those
migrants exposed to Border AI-mediated scrutiny to establish their status and realize their goal to enter a
host country, co-design and co-creation involving a diversity of relevant stakeholders remain out of the
scope of political agendas on migration. A GEAwould undoubtedly call for it.

Beyond ambitions for co-design, the recently proposed EAIA also points us to essential features of
how the border control context can be made sense of for a GEA. The EAIA is the first of a unique set of
regulations relevant to AI systems. Its extraterritorial scope is already comparable to the effects preceding
the ratification of the General Data Protection Regulation. For example, various lobby groups are gearing
up to limit the Act’s impact while civil society organizations champion its broadest possible implemen-
tation. From the perspective of border control authorities, the EAIA introduces novel mechanisms for
preventing the harmful effects of AI-mediated inferences by dividing systems according to their
harmfulness into four primary risk categories: unacceptable risk, high risk, limited risk, and minimal
risk. The Act defines both facial recognition technologies and the use of AI in border control contexts as
high risk.

For facial recognition, the Act defines systems for the “real-time” and post “remote” biometric
identification of natural persons as high risk. This classification would also hold in a border setting.
Despite the EAIA’s benefits, Veale and Borgesius (2021) underline as a primary shortcoming of the Act
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that it relies on the EU’s Product Safety Directive from 1980. In 2021, the EU proposed an updated
legislation—the General Product Safety Regulation (European Commission, 2021c)—to address the
earlier directive’s main shortcomings. The change was necessary because the directive predated the era of
algorithms, platforms, and a digital economy fueled by personal data-based predictions—what Zuboff
(2019) refers to as “behavioral surplus”. It is important to note that Zuboff’s analysis focusesmainly on the
US corporate context and the surplus (power) that those actors can generate. Concerning migration, what
has been noted is that those processes are tightly linked up modes of experimentality not limited to
corporate actors but which have “become a mode of statecraft” (Aradau, 2022, p. 41).

Calls for ever more biometric data in border control contexts create new realities. These, on the one
hand, call for paying attention to a continuously shifting autonomy of migration (Metcalfe, 2021). The
related creative engagement of migrants with borders limits the feasibility of predictive border technolo-
gies. On the other hand, it is an area where interventions constrain possible futures, requiring somewhat
different ethics (Amoore, 2020). This also entails a crux in the possibility that current regulatory
frameworks aimed at improving societal effects and governability of new technologies are not just
producing surplus data but that those data may be used to infringe on basic values further down the line.
We need to scrutinize those regulations in light of regulating digital economies and for how those
economies are bound up in political processes and priorities.

Although the AI Act will be influenced by the newly proposed General Product Safety Regulation
(European Commission, 2021c), these product safety legislations frame AI products regarding consumer
safety. The AI Act highlights the importance of fundamental rights because of this framing. Still, it
remains weak in generally protecting the fundamental rights of data subjects—those producing the data
often as a by-product of their journey or day-to-day activities. One weakness arises because migrants—
while feeding those AI systems with data—are not the consumers of those systems and thus not protected
from them. A second concern is that migrants are subjected to surveillance by Border AI products which
feed an apparatus of migration control, making the actual “consumers” of those systems government
authorities. This practice skews the distribution of power relations within the border control context
further. Government authorities already have an increasingly technology-mediated monopolistic position
concerningmigrants, AI developers overseeing the effects of AI systems, and how standardization bodies
define standards for AI systems. Changes in the proposedGeneral Product Safety Regulation under which
AI technologies would fall still are wanting. They seem unfit to evoke adequate (to migrants’ fundamental
rights) assessments. Those assessments would be evaluated according to the extent to which these
technologies would be dangerous consumer products. Purchasing and deploying AI have provocatively
been referred to by Edwards and Harbinja (2020, p. 301) as not comparable to buying a washing machine.

The Artificial Intelligence Act must also fill this disjuncture in the border control context. The EAIA
proposes to significantly restrict potentially detrimental inferences, for instance, by limiting the use of
facial recognition by law enforcement authorities. However, scholars have pointed out already that a
major drawback of the Act is that it does not offer space for migrants’ and their data doubles informational
self-determination (Veale and Borgesius, 2021). It needs to be seen how the daily life consequences of
these technologies will be pitted against the interests of big data companies whose business model
depends uponmarketing such technologies. Civil society collaboration aims to create political pressure by
bringing the side-effects of facial recognition technologies more into the spotlight (see above, Reclai-
mYourFace campaign).

The EAIA has a risk-based approach and aims to draw the line as to what can count as acceptable,
responsible, and efficient usage of AI systems. In this respect, the EAIA defines four categories of risks:
(a) unacceptable risk, (b) high risk, (c) limited risk, and (d) minimal risk. Biometric systems used and
embeddedwithin networks of AI systems for border control fall under the high-risk category and require a
prior risk assessment. Such assessments will also impact how companies can engage in more responsible
design, implementation, and use of systems for border control but should do so less from top-down
perspectives.

Experience, use, and regulation context taken together highlight how in a politically charged context
such as the border, some basic assumptions of GEA are challenged. Given planned regulation, the design
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of Border AI will favor the system’s safety rather than the safety of those impacted by the system, which
stems from the fact that motives behind installing the regulation originate from catching up with an AI
technology push. Such a view is undoubtedly a significant hurdle to identifying and bringing together
diverse stakeholders for a GEA dialog. This insight makes it all the more important to continue our
thought experiment and lay out what we might expect to happen in following through with the two
remaining phases of a GEA.

4. Bringing Actors into Dialog

As this exploration of AI within the specific context of the border has highlighted, the main specificity of
the border control context pertains to the evident processes of in- and exclusion that it perpetuates. To
effectively continuemapping this context, it is thus necessary to recognize themultiplicity of stakeholders
within that context and circumstances shaping those processes of in- and exclusion. The second phase of a
GEAwould aim to bring together the many different stakeholders involved. As already noted, because of
the sheer diversity of different ways the border control context is experienced, such an exercise of defining
who gets to be a stakeholder poses a significant challenge to a value-sensitive design of border
technologies. We cannot argue that it would be possible to account for this diversity in the dialog phase.
Yet, we have tried to suggest that it would be necessary to bring those most disadvantaged and likely to
suffer fromAI-mediated border controls to the table. It is still difficult to imagine how a level playing field
could be created if this was achieved. In practice, how would we elevate those most in need to the same
level as the architects of the technology and those writing and developing the migration policies that
would act as the underlying rules for implementing that technology?

Aspects of inclusion of those being least advantaged by how Border AI technologies frame their
potential uniquely through the lens of risk render the likelihood for their inclusion relatively low. Power
differentials are likely to remain and potentially limit meaningful dialog. Applying a GEA in the border
control context to design borderAImore responsiblywould undoubtedly stand in contrast with the current
deployment of Border AI. Those deployments, for example, by Frontex, are focused on keeping migrants
at a distance rather than involving them in stakeholder dialog (Laursen, 2022).

Other barriers are construed by how to involve, for instance, policymakers in the home countries of
those migrants who often shape why migrants want to move. Furthermore, realizing eye-to-eye dialog
remains cumbersome and enshrined in statist interpretations of what the problem at hand is. Such
difficulties are partly the consequence of how Border AI technologies actively create a skewed visibility
of migrants by bringing only their riskiness rather than their human stories to the foreground. This
function of the technology means that, for local decision-makers, migrants cannot enter and participate in
the governance of civic and administrative spaces.

Migrants are not “consumers” of Border AI technologies and therefore fall outside envisioned
regulations—but they are subjected to surveillance by these systems. At the same time, those who are
in charge of operating, deploying, and taking the decisions of these systems are the ones who get to assess
the effects and how “safe” the system is. These responsibilities would necessitate exploring the harmful
side-effects of AI systems on migrants and taking their viewpoints into account—but this is not yet
envisioned as necessary legislation. States cannot live up to their human rights-based responsibilities if
they continue to build harmful technology without including those harmed by AI-mediated decisions. So
long as border AI technology adoption occurs without accounting for societal impact on migrants or
incorporating their encounters with border AI systems in border AI related-policy and design, the overall
benefit and policy implication of ethically designed AI systems remains hard to measure.

5. Options for Action

Our analysis thus far shows that the outlook for a successful GEA process in the border control context is
bleak. Assuming that it was possible to create a space to bring the needed diversity of stakeholders to the
table, what options for actions would a GEA approach point us to? Without wanting to present possibly
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unhelpful speculation for the sake of our thought experiment and to consider ways forward, we will
engage in this exercise. In using a GEA, there tend to be three options for action that deserve brief
consideration:

5.1. Tweaking the technology

Given our analysis, this would require tweaking the technology by considering migrants not just as a risk
but as people—it would mean rethinking the rationale of Border AI technologies. It would also mean
tweaking the technology’s development andmaintenance so that it is designed to account for human rights
commitments. Research in other fields suggests that to foster this kind of rethinking of technology logic,
the most eminent strides are made in settings that are not top-down supported (Powell, 2021). Whereas
any technology design aims to achieve some previously non-existent beneficial functionality, technology
design as a creative process and outcome always remains suggestive in society. Therefore, tweaking the
design toward more responsible AI technology in and for border contexts would require adding more
positive directions to those particularly normative parts of the suggestive nature of Border AI. These are
currently only directed at societal threats. Such a tweaking would further abandon one of the central facets
around which those technologies are currently built biometric-based categorizations. Relying on bottom-
up creativity heremay seemwanting in the face of large-scale, top-down initiatives. It might becomemore
viable if some basic tenets of current technology and migration control logics, like risk-based sorting, are
seriously contested and abandoned.

5.2. Tweaking the environment and context

There is value in taking on board the insights developed in critical migration studies through in-depth
research. This research points us toward the need to rethink different policy priorities such as immigrant
integration in new ways that do not continuously shift the goal post for those who want to move but who
might not fit what policies consider desirable migrants. We, therefore, need to consider a point that keeps
on being made across the critical data studies literature: technology cannot fix broken politics.

5.3. Tweaking the user

This part of a GEAmakes apparent the importance of asking: who is a user in the border control context?
That question is potentially one of the central problems at play. Are the users those who commission the
technology, are the users those who use the technology in a specific context, or is it those who are most
intimately impacted by the technologies? As a second point, our analysis accentuates the importance of
how these different types of “users” are interconnected within an uneven playing field. Interconnections
arewrought with power differentials that have to be recognized. Thatmigrants are often at the extreme end
of such power differentials is shown, for example, in Buoncompagni’s work which offers testimonies on
why refugees subject themselves to biometric border AI: “We register under the use of force because we
have no other options to get food or protection” (quoted in Buoncompagni, 2022). Another testimony
from an Eritrean refugee depicts that immigration authorities frame border AI for refugees as a means by
which livelihoods can be improved: “[the] registration system has not initiated any new package of special
benefits. We are receiving the same assistance as before, such as food rations and other non-food items; I
doubt that the new system will bring any benefits in terms of additional aid” (quoted in Buoncompagni,
2022).Migrants’ compliancewith BorderAI is not about their participation in shaping those technologies.
It is an expression of power differentials—in their current configuration, faced with border AI, choices are
not meaningful and sometimes about choosing between life or death.

For a GEA approach for Border AI, it might not be necessary to “tweak” one specific user, such as
migrants, but to tweak the relationships between diverse sets of users and to examine their constraints,
assumptions, and power relations in an effort to rebalance norms and offer meaningful choices. Thismight
at least move us somewhat toward amore level playing field. Doing so includes a responsibilization of the
human(s), such as policymakers, AI designers, immigration officers, and others in the loop of the
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AI. Involvement in the production and implementation of Border AI makes different actors differently
responsible for others and shows how narratives of predictive sorting are wrought with ambiguities rather
than certainties. In addition, it means sensitizing actors to how their involvement with Border AI positions
them in a politically charged networkmediated and transformed by Border AI systems. In practical terms,
in sensitizing actors through dialog about values and harms, applying the GEA could inform, for instance,
the IEEE P7013Working Group’s efforts to develop Inclusion and Application Standards for Automated
Facial Analysis Technology (Goodrich, 2019). The standard might thus be transformed to refraining from
experimental uses of such technologies in border contexts (Molnar, 2020, #177). Achieving such bottom-
up informed principles requires the additional efforts a GEA calls for—but it would likely mean
abandoning Border AI as we defined it in the introduction.

6. Conclusions

This article presented a thought experiment—an exercise of thinking through what can be learned from
examining (biometrics-based) Border AI from a responsible design perspective. We specifically used the
GEA for this exercise. We choose GEA—a more bottom-up, transdisciplinary responsible design lens—
as a possible alternative to existing top-down ethical, legal, and AI-design frameworks for border control.
We started by situating Border AI in its context of use, experience, and regulation before commenting on
how those contexts facilitate inclusive and transdisciplinary dialog and devising options for action. To
sketch those contexts, we drew on international migration literature and relevant AI policy. Our
assessment concluded that the current framing of the proposed EAIA is wanting in accounting for the
livelihoods of migrants and truly trustworthy technology development. We found the following four
reasons for this: (a) the proposed EAIA frames AI systems as products and applies an approach that is
borrowed from the European product safety regulations (Veale and Borgesius, 2021); (b) through this
framing, the Act puts a higher priority on maintaining the safety of the system than the safety of people;
(c) migrants are not the consumers of Border AI, therefore, incorporating their perspectives would not
directly translate into regulatory, product safety compliance requirements for Border AI producing
companies; and (d) even though the EU High-Level Expert Group’s Guidelines on Trustworthy AI set
co-design as a requirement for trustworthy AI, co-designing with migrants who are subjected to the
surveillance by Border AI will not be incentivized through the EAIA. Such an analysis could be
interpreted as reiterating the long-standing problem of giving voice in light of diverse trajectories and
experiences. By considering the use of GEA, we highlighted that it is not simply about resolving the issue
of voice but how regulated technologies may act as translators of power differentials.

We, therefore, emphasize that such regulatory framing also figures in accumulating problematic
circumstances pertinent to the border control context. The regulatory framing of Border AI provides
an add-on to the following characteristics of the border control context: (a) it is already heavily politicized;
(b) it propagates the assumption that increasing certainty about a migrants’ “integrability” requires
addressing biometric data scarcity and building optimized AI-mediated Border AI; and (c) it remains
focused on securitization ideals that rely on maintaining disadvantageous power-relations to maintain
public security. These characteristics are all used to perpetuate the assumption that Border AI is a viable
solution for fair migration management.

After considering how the GEA could be applied in the border control context, we concluded that the
guidance ethics method could not fully reach its potential within that context. Beyond the raised concerns
about prevailing assumptions within a border control context, this evaluation is motivated by the
institutional embeddedness of Border AI systems within the administrative networks of border control.
Redesigning these systems would therefore mean re-negotiating their administrative and institutional
infrastructures. In other words, allowing those migrants who are often portrayed as risky to co-create
Border AI systems would allow them to re-negotiate and co-create the criteria for their institutional and
administrative embeddings. We note that the likelihood of hosting countries inviting migrants to
participate in such exercises is low. Migrants’ participation could be interpreted as interfering in these
countries’ sovereignty to define their permanent population and how their territoriality is defined. GEA
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supports responsible AI innovation that results from multi-stakeholder dialogs through the application of
transdisciplinary value-sensitive approaches. Consequently, thus conceived responsible technologies in
the border context stand in contrast with the current embeddedness of that context with control and
migration management priorities.

On a more positive note, it follows that the GEA could be a valuable tool to explore what alternative
technologies might emerge if migrants were included in the design of AI systems less reliant on their
biometric identities. While our article did not address this, similar thought experiments—potentially
followed by application—might be fruitful in other areas of technology development currently heavily
relying on biometric categorizations and the potential for cementing inequalities they entail. More
specifically, for the border control context, given the insights from our thought experiment, action options
would need to account for dependent and vulnerable positions within current migration control systems.
Proportionality in this setting would include regard for migrants’ expectations, human rights, and
maintaining transparency about and the option to resist their involvement in testing Border AI systems.

The practice of involving migrants perceived as posing a risk in co-creating Border AI systems in and
of itself should, however, not be thought of as a way to claim ethical technology. It may well not be
possible to design trustworthy or responsible Border AI. Rather the aim should be to aspire for technology
design that is responsible and perceived as necessary because migrants could meaningfully empower
themselves not just in value creation but in value-sensitive politics. Consequently, in our view, a way to
achieve responsible technology for use in border control contexts minimum requirements might be that
those AI systems (a) mediate an identity representation of migrants’ which depicts—and therefore better
accounts for—migrants’ needs, aspirations, and especially the risks they run in their home countries,
(b) not to (risk) frame migrants through biometric features, (c) to anchor AI systems in their broader
political and technological infrastructures in such a manner that they at least include migrant-centric
requirements, and (d) recognize the diversity of positionalities that people on the move take in border
spaces and how a seamless imagination of those spaces might further subjugate some more than others to
measures of undue control.
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